
Discover the Secret to Flying High: This Is
How We Fly!
Are you ready to experience the thrill of soaring through the sky? Buckle up and
get ready because we are about to reveal the ultimate guide to flying high! From
airplanes to hot air balloons, this article will take you on an exhilarating journey
filled with adventure and wonder. So hold on tight as we uncover the secrets of
how we fly!

Soaring Through the Sky

When it comes to flying, there are numerous modes of transportation that can get
you off the ground. Let's explore some of the most popular ways people soar
through the sky.

Airplanes

One of the most common ways we fly is through airplanes. These incredible
machines use the principles of aerodynamics to generate lift and enable us to
travel at incredible speeds. From commercial airliners crossing oceans to small
private planes exploring the countryside, airplanes have revolutionized travel and
connected people from all around the world.
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Helicopters

If you prefer a more vertical take-off, helicopters are the way to go. These
versatile aircraft can hover in one place, maneuver through tight spaces, and
even land on elevated surfaces. Whether it's for rescue missions, aerial
photography, or simply sightseeing, helicopters offer a unique flying experience.

Hot Air Balloons

If you're looking for a slower, more serene flying experience, then hot air balloons
are perfect for you. These majestic giants rely on the principle of hot air rising to
gracefully float through the sky. Imagine drifting with the wind, enjoying
breathtaking views, and feeling a sense of peace as you gently sail through the
clouds. Hot air balloon rides are an unforgettable adventure for those seeking a
different kind of flying experience.

The Science Behind Flight

Ever wondered how these incredible flying machines actually work? Let's delve
into the science of flight and discover the secrets behind defying gravity.

Principles of Lift

The key to flying lies in lift, the force that opposes the weight of an object. To
generate lift, airplanes use specially designed wings that create a pressure
difference between the top and bottom surfaces. This pressure difference causes
air to flow faster over the curved top surface and slower beneath the wing,
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creating lift. With enough lift, an airplane can overcome gravity and take to the
skies.

Thrust, Drag, and Control

In addition to lift, flying also relies on thrust, drag, and control. Thrust, generated
by engines, propellers, or rotors, is what propels an aircraft forward. Drag, on the
other hand, is the resistance encountered by an aircraft as it moves through the
air. By finding a balance between thrust and drag, pilots can control the speed
and direction of their aircraft.

The Future of Flying

As technology continues to advance, the future of flying looks incredibly exciting.
From supersonic jets that can travel faster than the speed of sound to
revolutionary electric planes that are more sustainable, the skies are set to evolve
in remarkable ways. Additionally, the concept of flying cars is no longer confined
to the realm of science fiction, with prototypes already being developed. The
future of flying holds endless possibilities and promises to make travel faster,
safer, and more efficient.

In

Flying has always been a part of humanity's dreams and aspirations. From the
Wright brothers' first flight to the modern marvels of aviation we see today, the
desire to soar through the sky has never wavered. Whether through airplanes,
helicopters, or hot air balloons, this article has given you a glimpse into the world
of aviation and the science behind flight. So whether you're an aviation enthusiast
or simply curious about the wonders of flying, remember, this is how we fly!
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*"Truly enchanting."--Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

A loose retelling of Cinderella, about a high-school graduate who--after getting
grounded for the whole summer--joins a local Quidditch league and finds her
footing, perfect for fans of Dumplin', Fangirl, and everyone who's read and adored
Harry Potter.

17-year-old vegan feminist Ellen Lopez-Rourke has one muggy Houston summer
left before college. She plans to spend every last moment with her two best
friends before they go off to the opposite ends of Texas for school. But when
Ellen is grounded for the entire summer by her (sometimes) evil stepmother, all
her plans are thrown out the window.

Determined to do something with her time, Ellen (with the help of BFF Melissa)
convinces her parents to let her join the local muggle Quidditch team. An all-
gender, full-contact game, Quidditch isn't quite what Ellen expects. There's no
flying, no magic, just a bunch of scrappy players holding PVC pipe between their
legs and throwing dodgeballs. Suddenly Ellen is thrown into the very different
world of sports: her life is all practices, training, and running with a group of Harry
Potter fans.
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Even as Melissa pulls away to pursue new relationships and their other BFF
Xiumiao seems more interested in moving on from high school (and from Ellen),
Ellen is steadily finding a place among her teammates. Maybe Quidditch is where
she belongs.

But with her home life and friend troubles quickly spinning out of control--Ellen
must fight for the future that she wants, now she's playing for keeps.

Filled with heart and humor, Anna Meriano's YA debut is perfect for fans of
Dumplin' and Hot Dog Girl.

Praise for This is How We Fly:

*"Readers will find much to appreciate about Ellen's fresh, relatable journey to
define herself on her own terms." --Publishers Weekly (starred review)

"A timely coming-of-age story with a unique Quidditch twist."--School Library
Journal

"Anna Meriano's This is How We Fly is a delightful treat of a book that will make
you want to grab your broom and go! A story of a young woman at a crossroads
summer, this tale tackles the growing pains of late adolescence - family struggles,
changing friendships, new crushes - with so much grace and heart. See you on
the pitch!" - Jennifer Mathieu, author of The Liars of Mariposa Island and Moxie

"This is How We Fly breathes new life into a sport and retelling we think we know
and lets them bake beneath the Texas sun. Anna Meriano has written one of the
most authentic teen voice I've read in years."--Nina Moreno, author of Don't Date
Rosa Santos



"This is How We Fly is, at its heart, about fierce friendships, flirty beaters, and
firsts. Anna Meriano takes the magical fairytale of Cinderella and gives it a
bookish twist. Ellen is an existential crisis on a broom and I love her." - Ashley
Poston, National Bestselling Author of Geekerella

"Meriano adeptly weaves questions of identity, friendship and family into this
delightful summer tale about the thrilling world of club Quidditch. At times both
hilarious and heartbreaking, this incredible story is sure to leave you flying high."-
-Jennifer Dugan, author of Hot Dog Girl and Verona Comics
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success – Volume II Strategy Tactics And Logistics. In this article, we will
delve into the...
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